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TV LISTINGS

ASIA TV FORUM EXHIBITOR DIRECTORY

COMPLETE LISTINGS FOR THE COMPANIES IN BOLD CAN BE FOUND IN THIS EDITION OF TV LISTINGS.
100UU
108 Media
9 Story Media Group
9Colors
A+E Networks
AA Studio
ABC Commercial
ABS-CBN Corporation
ADK Emotions
AK Entertainment
Albatross World Sales
Alfred Haber Distribution
all3media international
Allspark
Alpha Group
AMC Studios
AMG Entertainment
Anyzac
Aqieve
Arait Multimedia
Armoza Formats
ARTE Distribution
ARTPQ Co.
Asahi Television Broadcasting
Atresmedia Television
ATV
August Media Holdings
Aurora World
Australian Children’s TV Foundation
B.I. Group
Balanga
Bananamana Films
BBC Studios
BEAJ
Beijing Hualu Baina
Beta Film
Bethel Global Media Contents
Beyond Distribution
Blue Ant International
Blue Media
Bomanbridge Media
Brainchild Pictures
Busan MBC
CAKE
Calinos Entertainment
Caracol Television
CBS Studios International
Children’s Playground Creative
China Huace Film&TV
China International TV Corp.
Chips and Toon
Cineflix Rights
CJ ENM
Clover Films
Creative Century Entertainment
CREO Contents
Cyber Group Studios
Daehan Mediaworld
Damhwa
Darpan Global
Dazzling Star Culture Development
Deutsche Welle
Discovery Program Sales
Doc & Film International
Drama Apple
Dream Factory Studio
DreamEast Pictures
Dutch Core Media
Eastern Broadcasting
EBS
Eccho Rights
Encore Films
Endemol Shine Group
Engine Studios
ENPOP
Entertainment One
Escapade Media
Ezel Media
Fantawild Animation
Five Star Production
Fixed Stars Multimedia
Flame Distribution
Fortune Star Media
FranceTV Distribution
Fred Media
Fremantle
Fuji TV
GAD
Gala Television Corporation
Gaumont

M08
L28
J13
G32
G20
D34
L05
N10
B10-14
H10
G36
F30
K08
F28
E31
J17
E34
J10
E08
C20
D18
F10
J19
B10-13
C20
P15
H08-03
J10
L05
J10
F10
E08/H08
C19
B10
M08
K25
H10
L05
K20
N08
E08/H08
E08/H08
E28
M22
F23
C22
Suite 5202
D10
M08
C25
E08/H08
J24
H22
E08/H08
D10
H10
F10
H10
H10
E08/H08
M08
E18
K02
F10
M08
J10
M08
F34
D10
H10
L20
E08/H08
F20
D10
J10
E17
L05
N08
C10
D26
D10
L05
C12
F10
L05
C18
B10-26
F10
D10
H25

GCOO Entertainment
GECA
Genius Brands International
Global Agency
Global Screen
Globo
GMA Worldwide
GMM
Go Inside
GO-N International
GoQuest Media Ventures
Grafi2000
Grafizix
Grand Power
Graphic India
Green Gold Animation
Gusto TV
Haciyatmaz Film
Happyup
Harbour Rights
HARI International
HBO Latin America
Huanyu Entertainment
ICEX
Iconix
iHQ
IMDA
IMPS
Indonesia Entertainment Group
Infocus Asia
Intellecta
Inter Medya
iQiyi
ITV Studios
J Team Productions
Java Films
Jetpack Distribution
The Jim Henson Company
JKN Global Media
JSBC
JTBC
JY Animation
Kadokawa Corporation
Kanal D International
KBS Media
Keshet Asia
King Content
Klay Entertainment
Kung Fu Family Animation
Lagardere Studios Distribution
Liang Li Media
Lightning International
Lionsgate
Lukarn
M’Go Films
MADD Entertainment
Magical 7 Studios
Mattel
Mavi Baykuş
MBC
MBS
Media Caravan
Mediacorp
Medialink
The Mediapro Studio
Mediatoon Distribution
Mediawan Rights
Mediterráneo
MGM
Millimages
MISTCO
mm2 Entertainment
MNC
Mondo TV
Monster Entertainment
Motorvision TV
Muse Communication
New Classics Media
Newen Distribution
NHK Enterprises
Nippon Animation
Nippon TV
NTV Broadcasting Company
Ocon Studios
Off the Fence
Omens Studios
One Animation
One Life Studios
Only Distrib
Oriental International Media

M08
L13
P14
E27
G33
J32
J01
E20
D10
F10
D31
N08
J10
M08
K33
K06
J18
N08
J10
L30
F10
M16
C10/B14
C20
J10
H10
E08/H08
H36
C21
E08/H08
M14
P07
C14
D18
E08/H08
F10
J34
H31
J12
C10/B14
H10
C10
B10-1
P01
H10
J08
H10
K31
K32
F10
E08
K34
L27
F10
E08/H08
F12
G31
E19
N08
H10
B10-28
C10/B14
G10
C23
L13
F10
F10
C20
J02
F10
P2
E08/H08
H09
F32
K27
P16
J26
M08
F10
B10-29
B10-20
B10-27
H29
J10
J15
E08/H08
E08/H08
L24
F10
M08

Papahan Films
Parade Media Group
Paramount Pictures
Passion Distribution
Pathe Films
PGS Entertainment
Phoenix Satellite Television
Pilgrim Pictures
Pixtrend
Planet Nemo by Ankama
Planeta Junior
Potocol
Public Television Service Foundation
Rabbit Films
Rai Com
Rajshri Entertainment
Raya Group
Red Arrow Studios International
Refinery Media
Regentact
Resonate Films
Roi Visual
RTHK
RTVE
SBS
Sera Film Services
Shoreline Entertainment
SIC
Silver Media Group
Silver Wolf International
Sitting in Pictures
Sky Perfect JSAT
SM Culture & Contents
Smart Study
SMG Pictures/WingsMedia
Sony India
Sony Pictures Television
Star India
Studio 100 Media
Studio Animal
STUDIOCANAL
Sunrise Media
Superights
Synergy Media
Taipan Films
Talpa Global
TBS
Televisa Internacional
Tencent
Terranoa
Tezuka Productions
TF1 Studio
The Africa Channel
The Moving Visuals
THEMA
Time Vision
Tiny Island Productions
TMS Entertainment
TT International
TV Asahi
TV France International
TV Tokyo
TVF International
Twofour
Viacom International Studios
Viacom18/Indiacast
Videoland
Vietnam Television
Viva Communications
Vivendi Entertainment
Warner Bros.
Wawa Pictures
WinSing
Wonderphil Entertainment
Workpoint Group
WOWOW
Xanthus Animation Studio
Xilam Animation
XM Production
Ying Group
YLE
Yoon&Company
Young Toys
Young&Contents
ZDF Enterprises
ZED
Zee Entertainment Enterprises
Zelicofilm
Zhejiang Zhongnan Animation
Zodiak Kids

E08
E08/H08
Suite 5201
P09
F10
F10
G24
E08/H08
J10
F10
C20
E08/H08
D10
J23
C21
L32
J09
H27
E08/H08
D22
D10
J10
G34
C20
H10
N08
E32
H30
E08/H08
E08/H08
E08/H08
B10-10
H10
J10
C10
D20
Suite 5001
M20
C29
J10
F10
E08
F10
J10
E08/H08
D18
B10-22
E30
C10/B14
F10
B10-7
F10
M24
E08/H08
J20
D10
E08/H08
H32
N08
B10-25
F10
B10-24
F10
D18
Suite 5201/5301
M18
D10
L15
K23
F10
Suite 5101
E08/H08
C10
M26
G16
B10-4
D10
F10
N08
E08/H08
F10
H10
J10
H10
H34
F10
F18
J21
C10
F10

Visit asiatvforum.com for a full list of exhibitors. Information correct as of 11/22/2019
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In This Issue
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9 Story Distribution International
ABS-CBN Corporation
Albatross World Sales

4
all3media international

9 STORY DISTRIBUTION
INTERNATIONAL
O (353-1) 872-1608
m distribution@9story.com

w www.9story.com

Stand: J13
Contact: Federico Vargas, VP, dist.; Lily
Wang, head, studio, Brown Bag Films Bali.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Book Hungry Bears (Kids 3-5 animation,
52x11 min.) Join Crystal, Boomer, Melody
and Scout as they play and explore together,
learning lessons from the books that flit
and flutter like birds amid the paper trees.

Allspark
Arait Multimedia
ARTE France

5
ATV
Banijay Rights
Calinos Entertainment
Caracol Television
Cyber Group Studios

6
Dori Media Group
Eccho Rights
Entertainment One Family & Brands

7
Gaumont
Global Agency
GMA Worldwide
Gusto TV
Inter Medya

8
MarVista Entertainment
Mediacorp
The Mediapro Studio Distribution
Monster Entertainment

9
Nippon TV
NTV Broadcasting Company
One Life Studios
Record TV
Singapore Pavilion by IMDA

10
Studio 100 Media
Talpa Global
TCB Media Rights
Viacom18/Indiacast

Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum

Clifford the Big Red Dog (Kids 2-5 animation, 78x11 min.) Join Emily Elizabeth
and her big red dog, Clifford, as they
explore their island home and go on big
new adventures.
Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
(Kids 4-7 animation adventure comedy,
75x11 min. & 1x55 min.) Follow the adventures of Xavier, Yadina and Brad as they
travel back in time to meet famous heroes
of the past and learn how to be their own
heroes of the present.
Moon and Me (Kids 2-5, 50x22 min.)
Inspired by well-loved tales of toys that
come to life, the story of a special friendship between two characters from completely different worlds.
The Hollow (Kids 8-12 serialized adventure, 50x22 min.) Three teens join forces to
find a way home after waking up in a
strange realm filled with magic portals,
perplexing puzzles and vicious beasts.
The Magic School Bus: Rides Again
(Kids 4-8 animation adventure, 26x22
min.) Follow eccentric teacher Ms. Frizzle
and her eager students on a new set of
science-based adventures aboard the
magical school bus.
Let’s Go Luna! (Kids 4-7 animation
adventure, 76x11 min. & 1x44 min.) Three
friends traverse the globe with their parents’ traveling performance troupe. At each
of the Circo’s stops, Luna the Moon guides
the trio as they get to know the local region
and its people.
Luo Bao Bei (Kids 4-7 animation, 52x11 min.)
Luo Bao Bei is a bright and spirited 7-year-old
girl with a vivid imagination, on a quest to
understand the world around her.
Daniel Tiger’s Neighbourhood (Kids 25 animation, 206x11 min.) Features Daniel,
a shy but brave 4-year-old tiger who lives
in the Neighbourhood of Make Believe.
Anne of Green Gables Collection (Family live-action movies, 3x88 min.) A retelling
of L.M. Montgomery’s story of Anne Shirley,

mistakenly sent to live with Matthew and
Marilla Cuthbert, who had intended to
adopt a boy to help them on their farm.

ABS-CBN CORPORATION
O (632) 3415-2272
m internationalsales@abs-cbn.com

w www.abs-cbn.com/internationalsales

Stand: N10
Contact: Wincess Gonzalez, sales head.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Your Moment (Talent/reality) This original
concept by ABS-CBN, the largest TV network in the Philippines, and Fritz Productions
of Amsterdam searches for the best
dancing and singing duos or groups from
around the world.
The Killer Bride (Suspense drama,
40x45 min.) Emma arrives in Las Espadas
claiming to be possessed by the spirit of
Camila dela Torre, an heiress who dies
during a prison fire after being convicted of
the murder of her fiancé’s brother.
Mea Culpa (Mystery drama, 40x45
min.) Six friends with promising futures
get involved in a deadly road accident.
Their crime will be unearthed by a mother
who will go to any lengths to find the
child she loves.
The Heiress (Family drama, 40x45 min.)
The Mondragon ladies find themselves
struggling to claim the titles of the true
heiress and matriarch of their bloodline.
Make It With You Billie, working in Croatia
and developing a successful side hustle as
a matchmaker, meets Gabo.
Since I Found You (Romance drama,
40x45 min.) Five different people are
searching for love.
Michaela (Family drama, 40x45 min.)
Follows the life of a young orphan growing
up in a mansion that belongs to the family
of her late mother.
Mga Batang Poz (Drama, 6x20 min.) Four
teenagers, all HIV positive and members of a
support group, decide to meet in a café.
Taiwan That You Love (Drama/romance
comedy, 6x35 min.) Eager to prove herself
worthy of her achievement-centered boyfriend, a college girl accompanies him to
Taipei City when he snags an internship at
the Philippines’ consulate in Taiwan.
Hello, Love Goodbye (Drama/romance,
1x117 min.) Living and working in Hong
Kong, Joy and Ethan agree that their relationship should be temporary. But as their
bond deepens, will they be able to keep to
their agreement?

3

ALBATROSS WORLD
SALES
O (49-341) 4428-2450
m info@albatrossworldsales.com

w www.albatrossworldsales.com

Stand: G36
Contact: Polina Axenova, snr. sales mgr.,
Asia, MENA, Africa & CIS.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Beasts and Witches (Nature/wildlife,
4x52 min./4x43 min. 4K) Through the
ages, fairy tales about animals’ magical
abilities have frightened us. Mixing animation and wildlife images, this series will
challenge our beliefs about animals.
Out of Europe—A New Story of Human
Evolution? (Science/history, 1x52 min.
4K) For the last hundred years, human evolution was explained through the “Out of
Africa” theory. But now fossil findings from
Europe are challenging that.
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Cash Cab (Format) The multiple Emmy
Award-winning, dynamic quiz-show format
has been driving home success around the
world for 15 years.
Meat: A Threat to Our Planet (Doc.,
1x60 min.) From award-winning producer
Raw, this timely film explores how the
global meat industry is destroying our planet
and affecting our health.
The Feed (Drama, 10x60 min.) Liberty
Global and Amazon Prime introduce
Channing Powell’s psychological thriller about
a family forced to control a technology they
created when its users turn murderous.

Paradise Preserved

Paradise Preserved (Science/travel,
5x52 min.) Tells the stories of five exceptional and beautiful landscapes, which represent role models for new approaches to
nature conservation.
Cruising the Baltic Sea—A Summer on
the Water (Travel, 5x52 min.) Follow the
path of ancient Vikings and set sail on a
cruise through the Baltic Sea to discover
the outstanding beauty of the Baltic states.
Naked Mole-Rat—Nature’s Weirdest
Superhero (Science, 1x52 min.) The
naked mole-rat lives to a very old age, never
gets sick and is practically impervious to
pain. Scientists want to know why.
Dogs & Us—The Secret of a Friendship
(Science, 1x52 min. 4K) This documentary
shows true stories about the unconditional loyalty between humans and dogs and investigates our best friends’ remarkable intelligence,
sensory abilities and emotional bond.
Land of the Far North (Nature/wildlife,
2x52 min. 4K) Above the Arctic Circle, eternal light and everlasting darkness take
turns to challenge all animal and plant life,
making this region one of the most
extreme, yet remarkable, environments on
the planet.
Cuisine Royale (Travel/culture/lifestyle,
14x26 min.) A culinary lifestyle series with
a royal difference. In stately homes and
royal palaces, we learn about the most distinguished kitchens and dining tables
around the world.
Stories of the Mediterranean Forest
(Nature/wildlife, 6x52 min.) The
Mediterranean Basin is one of Earth’s biodiversity hotspots. It is home to thousands
of animal and plant species, whose paths
cross on their adventures through life.
We Are Half the World (History, 2x52
min./1x90 min.) Docudrama tells the story
of the international fight for women’s right
to vote through the eyes of fascinating protagonists such as Emmeline Pankhurst
and Marguerite Durand.

ALL3MEDIA
INTERNATIONAL
O (44-20) 7845-4350
m international@all3media.com

w www.all3mediainternational.com
Stand: K08
Contact: Sabrina Duguet, EVP, AsiaPac.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Dog House (Factual, 8x60 min.)
Finding the right homes for dogs isn’t
always easy, as this series bears witness to
the joy, comedy and emotion of the
human-dog dating experience.

Cash Cab

Diary of an Uber Driver (Drama, 6x30
min.) Based on the hugely popular blog
and e-book by Ben Phillips, a characterdriven drama that played to critical claim
in Australia.
Snackmasters (Format, 60 min. eps.) A
cooking challenge like no other; two great
chefs battle it out to make perfect replicas
of a beloved snack.
10 Years Younger in 10 Days (Fact-ent.,
6x60 min.) The makeover show that has
been transforming lives for 15 years has
had its own makeover as it continues to
uncover people’s inherent beauty from
within.

ALLSPARK
O (44-208) 569-1234
m internationalsales@hasbro.com

w allspark.hasbro.com

Stand: F28
Contact: Nuno I, sales dir., intl. content dist.;
Gilbert Cheng, sales dir., Greater China.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
My Little Pony Friendship Is Magic
(Kids animation, 221x22 min.) In the village
of Ponyville, Twilight Sparkle and her five
pony friends learn all about the most powerful magic of all: the magic of friendship.
Chomp Squad (Kids animation, 25x5
min.) In the world of Chomp Squad,
dinosaurs never went extinct. Despite their
considerable size difference, these dinos
happily work alongside humans.
Hanazuki Full of Treasures (Kids animation, 35x11 min.) In a far-off galaxy,
moons and their inhabitants are threatened
by a mysterious dark force. Their only hope
is a Moonflower named Hanazuki.
Transformers Cyberverse (Kids animation, 62x11 min.) Bumblebee is on a critical
mission—only, he can’t remember what it is.
It’s a good thing Windblade has found him to
help repair his memory to complete their
mission before the Decepticons find them.

Treehouse Detectives

Transformers Rescue Bots Academy
(Kids animation, 104x11 min.) A group of
young Bots fresh from Cybertron have the
honor of being the first-ever class to enroll
in Earth’s Rescue Bot Training Academy
and learn how to become Earth heroes
through hands-on experience.
Power Rangers (Kids live action, 919x22
min.) Scientists create technology to harness power from the Morphin Grid, but it’s
corrupted by a virus. Only one force can
stop him: the Power Rangers.
Micronauts (Kids animation, 26x22 min.)
A team of alien space explorers come to
Earth in pursuit of Baron Karza, but in our
world they are the size of action figures.
Treehouse Detectives (Kids animation,
20x22 min.) When their animal friends
need help, brother and sister team Toby
and Teri use clues and follow facts to solve
mysteries in their own backyard.
Julius Junior (Kids animation, 104x11
min.) Julius Junior, a young monkey with a
penchant for invention, and his friends
build a playhouse where ordinary objects
magically come to life.

ARAIT MULTIMEDIA
O (34-91) 357-3200
m aitor@araitmultimedia.es

w www.araitmultimedia.es

Stand: C20
Contact: Aitor Garcia, CEO.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Global Child (Travel, S1: 10x30 min., S2:
10x60 min.) The new-generation travel
show that features influencers in the travel
and entertainment industry as we entertain
and inspire while exploring the most
extraordinary destinations.
Cosmi Academy (Adventure/comedy/
sci-fi animation, 52x11 min.) The adventures of a young, hotshot pilot named
Stefan and his enthusiastic three friends,
who just happen to be the first humans to
ever attend Cosmi Academy.

Plim Plim

Plim Plim (Family & music animation,
60x7 min. & 23x2.5 min.) A preschool animated series that inspires human values
and aims to stimulate positive habits.
Karl (Edutainment animation, 104x2 min.)
The big pear hero Karl and his team of friends
face the most non-healthy food monsters.
The Haunted Heart (Fantasy/
action/romantic comedy, 30x60 min.)
Xiao-Ling, a spirit whisperer, accidentally
casts her boss’s spirit out of his dying body.
Together they only have 49 days to restore
the soul back before it rots away.
The Cleaning Lady (Drama, 7x60 min.) A
single mother, Rosa, with her ability to
clean spotlessly, is forced to clean crime
scenes. (Remakes in the U.S. and Mexico)
Al Hayba (Action/romance, S1: 30x60
min., S2: 30x60 min., S3: 30x60 min.)
Between possible and impossible love,
blind and honest love, lovers’ chastity and
good name, Alia and Jabal’s story unfolds.
Ekaterina (Historical drama, S1: 10x3762 min./12x44 min., S2: 12x52 min.) The
story of Catherine the Great, an aggrieved
young woman, full of strength, who would
go on to conquer both land and hearts.
Running Man (Romance/comedy, 10x60
min.) HSU has six different lives and characters, but he only has one purpose: to run
away from Chung, his meant-to-be bride.
The Fearless (Thriller/mystery/suspense,
13x60 min.) A reborn gangster accidentally
found himself being able to see ghosts,
which led to a life-changing experience.
“Guests” keep coming to him for help.

ARTE FRANCE
O (33-1) 5500-7081
m i-monteil@artefrance.fr

w distribution.arte.tv

Stand: F10
Contact: Isabelle Monteil, sales mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Notre-Dame de Paris: The Secret of
the Builders (History, 2x52 min.) Last
April, the world held its breath as Notre
Dame, the most wondrous of cathedrals,
almost burnt to the ground and with her,
800 years of history.
Versailles, An Underground Mega structure (History, 1x52 min.) Embark
with us on the waters of Versailles; this
documentary takes you on a journey
through its incredible underground maze of
an engineering system.
Microbiota: The Amazing Powers of
the Gut (Science, 1x52 min.) Hidden deep
in our intestines, 100,000 billion bacteria
are keeping us healthy. Despite being invisible to the naked eye, they could revolutionize the future of medicine.
Bacteria Killers (Science, 1x52 min.) One
hundred years ago, a scientist discovered a
mysterious “bacteria killing” virus. As
antibiotics are becoming less efficient, will
phage therapy be the science of tomorrow?
A Healthy Diet for a Healthy Brain (Science, 1x52 min.) Food goes straight to our
brain. Many recent discoveries show that
our mental health, our moods, and our
intellectual ability are directly influenced by
what we eat.
The Blob: A Genius Without a Brain (Science, 1x52 min.) The Blob is a one-billion-yearold organism that challenges our worldview on
living matter and is about to revolutionize the
concept of brainless intelligence.

GET DAILY NEWS ON KIDS’ PROGRAMMING

SUBSCRIBE HERE: SUBSCRIPTIONS.WS
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Notre-Dame de Paris: The Secret of
the Builders

Welcome to My Strange City
(Travel/adventure, 6x52 min.) Everywhere
on the planet, cities pop up and grow
despite very challenging climatic or geographical conditions. How do people acclimate to lead a normal life?
Destinations (Travel/adventure, 200x13
min.) Traveling to the four corners of the
world, discover places that inspired great
artists, resulting in an exchange between a
landscape, a town and a work of art.
Rituals of the World (Travel/adventure,
15x26 min.) Reveals how some people
today still practice rituals that structure
their lives and become, beyond a simple
social bond, a source of culture.
The
Mongol
Horse
Tamer
(Travel/adventure, 1x52 min./1x90 min.) In
the Darhat valley of Mongolia, the horses of
nomadic tribes are disappearing, stolen by
bandits. But Shukhert, a crime-fighting
horseman, is pursuing them.

are brothers, will begin to fight each other.
Ali and Sevda, completely opposite characters, will fall in love with each other.
Lifeline (Drama, 173x45 min., S3 ongoing) Sold to a businessman as a child
bride, Nefes suffers at the hands of her
husband’s abuse.
Grand Family (Drama, 181x45) Hizir, a
high-ranking member of a weapons smuggling syndicate, attempts to hold his family
together and survive without choosing
between his wife and his mistress.
Don’t Leave Me (Drama, 147x45 min.,
S2 ongoing) Arzu, her husband Cengiz
and her two sons, Tarik and Emre, live
together in Ankara.
Love and Hate (Drama, 280x45 min.) Ali,
who spent his youth in prison and didn’t
learn to love, and Mavi, who never loved
anyone, get to know each other only by the
letters they exchange. Now it’s time to
meet face to face.

BANIJAY RIGHTS
O (44-20) 7013-0000
m sales@banijayrights.com

w banijayrights.com

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Don’t (Game-show format, 60 min. eps.)
From executive prankster Ryan Reynolds
and host Adam Scott comes a new show
where families can win money by following
one simple rule: Don’t.

Mind Set Go (Factual, S3: 8x60 min. &
format) Follows individuals living with disability, injury and chronic pain, as they push
their mental and physical limits for a
healthier future.
Wisting (Scripted, 10x45 min.) Homicide
detective Wisting wrestles with the most
challenging case of his career: a wanted
American serial killer living in Norway.
The Gulf (Scripted, 6x60 min.) Justice isn’t
always right. And some crimes aren’t
wrong. But where does that leave us? And
the people caught between the two?

CALINOS
ENTERTAINMENT
O (90-216) 999-4999
m info@calinosentertainment.com
Stand: F23
Contact: Asli Serim Guliyev, head, sales.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Our Story (Drama/romance, 107+ eps.)
Our story starts with a family struggling to
survive in one of the poorer districts of
town. The eldest child, Filiz, has become
like a mother for her siblings.
Woman (Drama, 97 eps.) Abandoned by
her mother as a child, Bahar found the love
of her life and then also lost him; she is left
with only two things that make her hold on
to life: her children.
Forbidden Fruit (Drama, 35+ eps.) Yıldız
and Zeynep are two sisters who are very
close but have very different life goals:
Zeynep wants a successful career while
Yıldız is looking for a rich man who would
save her from her low-income life.

w www.atvdistribution.com

Love and Secrets

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Hercai (Drama, 160x45 min., S2 ongoing)
Reyyan and Miran try to appreciate their
love despite all obstacles.
Love and Secrets (Drama, 45 min. eps.,
ongoing) Ali and Pilot, unaware that they

Catch!

Catch! (Ent. format, 60 min. eps.) Physical
entertainment format in which four teams
compete against each other in games inspired
by variations on the classic game of catch.
Photos That Changed the World (Factual, 6x60 min.) Takes a look at historical
events, tragedies and revolutions by examining powerful and defining photographs
that set social changes in motion.
Building the Ultimate (Factual, 6x60 min.)
Reveals the engineering secrets of six modern wonders, from Europe’s fastest passenger train to North America’s toughest bridge.
World’s Most Secret Homes (Factual,
8x60 min.) Explores hidden homes in a
range of extreme locations and styles, from
hidden mansions in a rainforest to luxury
bunkers buried in mountains.
Artist to Icon (Factual, 10x60 min.) Goes
beyond the velvet rope to reveal how the
biggest names in entertainment reached
the very top.
Wife Swap USA (Factual, S2: 10x60 min.
& format) Two families from different backgrounds switch spouses as they navigate
issues like politics, classism, gender and
race with the goal of everyone finding common ground.

(571) 6430-430

m sales@caracoltv.com.co

w www.caracolinternacional.com/en
Stand: C22
Contact: Estefania Arteaga, intl. sales dir.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Queen and The Conqueror (La
Reina de Indias y el Conquistador)
(Series, 60x60 min.) The amazing love story
that brings together Catalina, a female icon
in the time of the conquest, and Pedro de
Heredia, the conqueror who would establish the city of Cartagena, betray his love
and break her heart.

w www.calinosentertainment.com

ATV
O (90-212) 381-2848
m info@atvdistribution.com
Stand: P15
Contact: Müge Akar, content sales
deputy mgr.; Gözde Dinç, content sales
asst. specialist.

CARACOL TELEVISION
O (1-305) 960-2018/

The Queen and The Conqueror

Living to Love (Amar y Vivir) (Series,
60x60 min.) Irene Romero, leading vocalist
of the group Los Milagrosos, meets the
mechanic Joaquín Herrera; they soon realize
they cannot live without each other, but their
fight to be together will be intense and painful.
The Road to Love (Los Briceño) (Series,
60x60 min.) La Chiqui, the youngest daughter
of a family of truck drivers, works hard to make
it in a world where macho men rule.
El Hijo del Cacique (The King of
Hearts) (Telenovela, 80x60 min.) Martín
Elías will face more obstacles than any
other artist on his road to stardom, but
armed only with his great talent, he will
earn a special place among the legends of
popular music in his country.

CYBER GROUP STUDIOS
O (33-1) 5556-3232/
(1-424) 341-4911

m sales@cybergroupstudios.com

Our Story

w www.cybergroupstudios.com

King Shakir (Animated movie) Shakir and
his family set out to find the golden cannon,
the only force that can defeat a giant, prehistoric creature that has emerged from the
ocean and is approaching the city.
That’s My Life (Drama, 401 eps.) Bahar has
a modest existence in Istanbul with her adoptive parents and horrible, jealous sister. Unbeknown to her, she is the secret daughter of a
rich businessman and a wealthy young
woman who died in childbirth.
Kids on the Block (Movie) What is the secret
of the evil Kazim who scares everyone who
comes to the park? Will the children be able
to take the park back from Kazim?
Second Chance (Drama, 218 eps.) When
her husband disappears without a trace,
Deniz is left in dire straits and faces a daily
struggle for survival.

Stand: F10
Contact: Jessica Laloum, intl. sales exec.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Gigantosaurus (Kids 4-6 2D-CGI adventure comedy, 52x11 min.) Stars four young
dinosaur friends who are about to leave the
family and explore a world full of mysteries
and danger.
Sadie Sparks (Kids 6-11 CGI-2D comedy,
52x11 min.) A teenage girl discovers she
has extraordinary powers—which can only
be harnessed in partnership with an
ancient and extremely grumpy magical
rabbit who just wants to retire.
Taffy (Kids 6-10 2D comedy, 78x7 min.)
Follows the non-stop, slapstick extravaganza faced by loyal hound dog Bentley
when his billionaire old lady owner Mrs.

GET DAILY NEWS ON DRAMA
SUBSCRIBE HERE: SUBSCRIPTIONS.WS
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Muchmore takes in an imposter posing as
a wide-eyed, fluffy angora cat.
Tom Sawyer (Kids 6-12 CGI adventure,
26x22 min.) Tom Sawyer, a boy called to
adventure from the moment he wakes up,
and his friends are always on the go. Each
episode will recount one of their great
adventures, escapades or explorations.

and professionals in the fashion industry with
careers related to clothing design.
Losing Alice (Psychological thriller, 8x60
min.) Alice, an ambitious 47-year-old film
director, becomes obsessed with 24-yearold femme-fatale Sophie and eventually surrenders all moral integrity in order to achieve
power, success and unlimited relevance.
Cleaned Up (Drama, 8x60 min.) Yana is a
drug addict who ends up in a rehab clinic,
where she meets Ilya, a consultant therapist up for the challenge of helping her,
despite her lack of cooperation.
Power Couple (Reality format) Puts love to
the test like you’ve never seen before as eight
couples face extreme challenges that will test
how well they really know each other.
Normal (Drama, 8x60 min.) When 24-yearold Noam Ashkenazy hits rock bottom, he
finds his own route to normality in the
unlikeliest of places: the psych ward.

Sadie Sparks

Droners (Kids 6-10 2D CGI
adventure/comedy, 26x22 min.) In Terraqua,
a world 95 percent covered by water,
Team Tikis—Corto, Arthus, Enki and
Mouse—strive to win the Whale Cup, the
most extreme drone race of all time.
Ernest and Rebecca (Kids 6-10 2D comedy, 52x13 min.) Adapted from the comic
strip by Guillaume Bianco and Antonello
Dalena, tells the story of Rebecca and her
adventures with her “microbe” Ernest, who,
after giving her a cold, becomes her best
friend and protector.
Bananimals (Kids 5-8 2D comedy, 78x7
min.) Gordon is a bull and a doctor. With
the help of his friends, two 7-day-old chick
twins, he treats all the other anthropomorphic animals in his village by curing them of
their everyday ills and sorting out the endless stream of misunderstandings.
Purple Turtle (Kids 3-6 2D comedy/edutainment, 52x7 min.) Follows the adventures of the eponymous hero and his
friends Roxy the Chameleon, Zing the Rabbit,
Melody the Bird and Tadley the Bear.
Leo, The Wildlife Ranger (Kids 3-6
CGI educational/comedy, 60x11 min.)
Join Junior Rangers Leo and Katie, their
trusted dog Hero and the affable Ranger
Rocky on exciting adventures from
places as exotic as the Borneo rainforests and the Pacific Ocean.
Zou (Kids 3-6 CGI comedy/edutainment,
156x11 min.) Now in season three, follow
the daily life of a 5-year-old Zebra Zou and
his extended zebra family. Full of curiosity
and love, Zou is now old enough to start
becoming his own person.

DORI MEDIA GROUP
O (41-43) 817-7050
m sales@dorimedia.com

w www.dorimedia.com,
www.dorimediadistribution.com
Contact: Haikal Jamari, sales mgr.,
Southeast Asia & Pacific.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Corte y Confeccion (The Fashion House)
(Fashion talent/reality) Seeks out the best talent among the self-taught, amateurs, students

Corte y Confeccion

Dumb (Crime drama, S1-3: 75x35 min.)
Following the achievement of the ultimate
romantic fantasy, in which Shiri and Assaf
escaped abroad with millions of stolen
euros, they are finally free to fulfill their love,
but instead reality rears its ugly head.
La Entrega (The Drop) (Crime/thriller,
10x50 min.) A series about the huge number of people who go missing in Bolivia,
revealing a world of power games, sex
cravings and violence.
The Box (Kids reality format, S2) Talent
show for kids (aged 5 to 14), where viewers
will see, for the first time, a social media
star born on TV.
Crash the Stars (Todos Contra Mi)
(Quiz show) A contestant faces eight
famous stars (a stable cast) and tries to
eliminate them and win the jackpot.
Run!!! (Kids horror, 10x30 min.) A group of
friends meet for a fun game night at an
escape room, but as the evening continues,
they find out that each room is designed
based on a different member of the group,
and they can’t get out without revealing
their deepest secrets to each other.

ECCHO RIGHTS
O (46-855) 609-380
m valeria@ecchorights.com

w ecchorights.com

Stand: L20
Contact: Nixon Yau Lim, head, AsiaPac;
Deborah Youn, business dvpmt. exec.,
Korea & Japan.

Sisterhood

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Sisterhood (Drama, 95x45 min.) Ipek
finds out she has two sisters and together
with them gets in the middle of a murder
after her wedding.
Everywhere I Go (Drama, 100x45 min.)
Selin has just bought the house of her
dreams but it quickly turns into a nightmare when she realizes that she is not
the only owner.
My Sweet Lie (Drama, 90x45 min.) Nejat
is stuck in his own lie, making his daughter
think Suna, a woman he just met, is her real
mother when this is not the case.
North Star (Drama, 100x45 min.) Kuzey is
forced to return to the home he once left
behind. But once there, he starts to wonder
if perhaps it was destiny rather than desperation that brought him back.
Water Mirror (Drama, S1: 97x45 min.,
S2: 153x45 min.) Twenty years after the
tragedy that left her with nothing, Rita
won’t stop until she finds her missing
mother and brother.
Heart & Soul (Drama, S1: 128x45 min.,
S2: 150x45 min.) Betrayed by those closest to her, Benedita left her home, abandoning her daughter. Twenty years later
she is soon deep in a familiar battle again.
Vlad (Drama, 26x45 min.) A revenge
drama about a man wronged by those
closest to him.
The Promise (Drama, S1: 103x45 min.,
S2: 250x45 min.) Reyhan and Emir couldn’t
be any more different, yet their lives intersect with a promise that brings them
together in the most unexpected way.
Wounded Birds (Drama, S1: 122x45
min., S2: 75x45 min.) Two orphans on the
run from a ruthless criminal try to make a
new life in Istanbul. They face many dangers, but together they propel towards a
glorious destiny.
Honour (Drama, 8x45 min.) How much
good would it take to right the wrongs of
your past? This question hangs ominously
over the four partners of a law firm who
must defend not just their clients’ honor,
but their own.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Ricky Zoom (Preschool CGI, 52x11
min.) Ricky is an everyday kid who happens to be a motorbike, living in
Wheelford, sharing his experiences with
his enthusiastic bike buddies Loop,
Scootio and DJ.
Peppa Pig (Preschool 2D, 312x5 min.
& 4 specials) Peppa is a lovable, cheeky
little piggy who lives with her younger
brother George, Mummy Pig and Daddy
Pig.
PJ Masks (Preschool CGI, 156x11 min.)
Follows the nighttime exploits of three
young friends who transform into their
dynamic superhero alter egos when they
put their pajamas on at night and activate
their animal amulets.
Ben and Holly’s Little Kingdom
(Preschool 2D, 104x11 min.) Little Kingdom
is home to Princess Holly, a young fairy still
learning how to do magic properly, and her
elf best friend, Ben.
Cupcake and Dino: General Services
(Kids 2D comedy, 52x11 min.) Follows the
larger-than-life exploits of Cupcake, a
pastry with a Napoleon complex, and his
fun-loving brother, Dino, as they strive to
make a name for themselves in the General
Services business.
Winston Steinburger & Sir Dudley
Ding Dong (Kids 7-11 2D, 52x11 min.)
Winston Steinburger, a fearless, funfirst, thrill-seeking Space Kid, sets out
to explore every solar system star and
space-monster in the Universe with the
help of his hapless cat, Sir Dudley Ding
Dong, and his pint-sized galaxy
guardian, Hampton.
Humf (Preschool 2D animation, 78x7
min.) Humf is short, round and cuddly and
always curious to learn about the world
around him.
Lost and Found (Family animation, 1x30
min.) A boy found a penguin at his door and
together they set out in his row boat on a
journey to the South Pole.
The Magic Hockey Skates (Family animation, 1x30 min.) A 9-year-old boy who
dreams of being a hockey champion can
only afford a pair of secondhand skates,
but it turns out they’re magical, granting
him three wishes.
Raymond (Kids 6-9, 78x7 min.) When
you’re 8 years old, have an oversized head,
unruly red hair and thick round glasses, life
is far from simple. And no one knows that
better than Raymond.

ENTERTAINMENT ONE
FAMILY & BRANDS
O (44-20) 3691-8600
m tseagers@entonegroup.com

w www.entertainmentone.com

Stand: E17
Contact: Ralf Kies, snr. dir., content sales.

Ricky Zoom

THE LEADING ONLINE DESTINATION FOR THE INTERNATIONAL MEDIA BUSINESS.
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GAUMONT
O (1-424) 281-5200
m sales@gaumont.com

w www.gaumont.us

Stand: H25
Contact: Vanessa Shapiro, pres., worldwide TV dist. & coprod.; Laura Laas, VP, intl.
TV sales, animation & family; Ben Bishop,
VP, intl. TV sales, Australia, New Zealand,
Asia; Alli Farrell, VP, global mktg.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
El Presidente (Drama, 8x60 min.) Crime
series inspired by the real-life characters
and events behind the 2015 “FIFA Gate”
corruption scandal.

heart of a world-famous photographer and
teach them both about love.
Sisters (Drama, S1: 53x60 min., S2:
ongoing) Love and betrayal drive sisters
apart with an enmity deep enough to poison their daughters’ lives when they later
cross paths, leaving them destined to face
the same ordeal.

The Gift (Drama, 50x45 min.) Joseph may be
blind, but he sees what ordinary eyes cannot
see—glimpses of past and future events.
My Crown Princess (Romantic comedy,
40x45 min.) Can a man-hater survive a
male-dominated field and reach her dream
of becoming a female ship captain?
Prima Donnas (Family drama, 50x45 min.)
Fraternal triplets separated from their father
must find their way back home and earn their
rights as heiresses to the family wealth.
Obsession (Thriller, 35x45 min.) Yvie faces
off with a strange rival, the vengeful spirit of her
husband’s dead ex-girlfriend who will stop at
nothing to wreak havoc in her life.
The Better Woman (Drama, 35x45 min.)
Andrew’s fidelity is put to a test when he
meets Juliet, an exotic dancer who is his
wife’s long-lost identical twin.

Cleaning Masters

Narcos

Narcos (Drama, 50x60 min.) Chronicles
the real-life rise to global power of the most
infamous drug lords. Latest installment
focuses on Mexico’s cannabis trade and
the rise of the Guadalajara Cartel.
NOX (Drama, 6x60 min.) A Creation Originale series for Canal+ about a retired cop
forced back into action when her daughter
disappears into the Paris underground.
The Art of Crime (Drama, 18x60 min.) A
hotheaded detective teams up with an art
historian from the Louvre to delve into mysteries that capture French culture and history.
Hannibal (Drama, 39x60 min.) Hannibal
Lecter was a brilliant psychiatrist in the
employ of the FBI. His task was to help an
unusually gifted criminal profiler, Will
Graham, solve horrible crimes.
Hemlock Grove (Drama, 33x60 min.) As
the town’s secrets begin to unravel,
Hemlock Grove forces us to ask, What is
the true nature of a monster?
The Frozen Dead (Drama, 6x60 min.) A
horrific discovery in a small town nestled
high in the French Pyrenees begins to
unravel a dark mystery that has been hidden for years.
El Chapo (Drama, 34x60 min.) A look at
the life of notorious drug kingpin, El Chapo,
from his early days to his rise to power.

GLOBAL AGENCY
O (90-212) 241-2693
m info@theglobalagency.tv

w www.theglobalagency.tv

Stand: E27
Contact: Işıl Türkşen, sales dir., Asia;
Deniz Tüzün, sales dir., Russia, CIS.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Daydreamer (Dramedy, 161x60 min.) A funloving daydreamer sets off on a tumultuous
journey of romantic adventure, leaving behind
her father’s grocery store to tame the wild

Gulperi (Drama, 93x60 min.) A woman
struggles to fulfill her dreams in the face of
a tyrannical family determined to control
her every step, battling alone to win the
hearts of the children turned against her
and carve out the loving life she craves.
Sanatorium of Love (Reality/social
experiment format, 45 min. eps) Six senior
women and six senior men set off to a picturesque health resort in the mountains to
get to know one another and experience
new adventures.
Glam Squad (Reality competition format)
Daily strip competition in which four teams
of two beauty pros—a hairstylist and a
makeup artist—compete against each other
for a cash prize.
Cleaning Masters (Reality competition
format) Five meticulous and sharp contestants compete against each other in cleaning some very messy and dirty houses.
The Legend (Singing talent format) In this
26-week-long competition, it’s the contestants who decide if their performance is
good enough.

GMA WORLDWIDE
O (632) 8333-7633
m gwi@gmanetwork.com

w www.gmaworldwide.tv

Stand: J01
Contact: Roxanne J. Barcelona, VP; Norman
Vincent A. Baguisa, snr. operations mgr.;
Daphney Rose P. Ticbaen, sales specialist.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Broken Faith (Drama, 35x45 min.) In
her desperation to seek revenge against
her husband’s other woman, a wife
becomes the person she hates the most—
a mistress.
A Place in Your Heart (Drama, 40x45
min.) A good stepmother battles against
the evil ex-wife of the man she loves and
the mother of the children she has learned
to love.
Beautiful Justice (Crime drama, 25x45
min.) A common grief brings together three
ladies to team up and infiltrate a drug syndicate responsible for the death of their
loved ones.

GET DAILY NEWS ON
THE ASIAN REGION

Broken Faith

For Love or Money (Drama, 45x45 min.)
Will a devoted wife let her fidelity be shaken
and give in to an indecent proposal if it is
the only way to save her husband’s life?
Love You Two (Romantic comedy, 45x45
min.) Sisters Raffy and Sam had a perfect
relationship until they unintentionally fell in
love with the same guy.

GUSTO TV
O (1-613) 730-1728
m sales@gustoworldwidemedia.com

w www.gustoworldwidemedia.com

Stand: J18
Contact: Chris Knight, pres. & CEO.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Cook Like A Chef (Food/cooking, 20x30
min. 4K) A food series featuring a diverse
cast of renowned chefs who inspire viewers how to cook—not what to cook—with
expert techniques, tips and tricks. Format
and series available worldwide.
DNA Dinners (Food/cooking, 16x30 min.
4K) Takes viewers on an emotional rollercoaster ride of self-discovery, with delicious dishes along the way. Accompanied
with recipes and short-form content.
Bonacini’s Italy (Food/cooking, 30x30
min. 4K) Features celebrity chef Michael
Bonacini as he cooks sumptuous Italian fare.
Marketing package includes 64 recipes,
short-form videos and food photography.
Flour Power (Food/cooking, 26x30 min.
4K) Set in a retro-style kitchen, the host
inspires viewers with simple to extravagant
baked treats. Accompanied by 85 recipes,
short-form videos and photography.
Spencer’s Big 30 (Food/cooking, 34x30
min. 4K) Shot in real time, features healthy,
family-style meals made in around 30
minutes for about $30. Accompanied by
115-plus original recipes, short-form
videos and photography.

Bonacini’s Italy

Watts on the Grill (Food/cooking, 25x30
min. 4K) This cooking series is all about
delectable barbeque and inspiring viewers
to entertain guests outdoors. Accompanied
by recipes, short-form videos and food
photography.
Fish the Dish (Food/cooking, S1: 15x30
min., S2: 15x30 min. 4K) Celebrates sustainability while demystifying cooking
seafood. Accompanied by 120-plus
recipes with videos and photography.
One World Kitchen (Food/cooking, S1:
30x30 min., S2: 24x30 min., S3: 28x30 min.
4K) Features international cuisines (Italian,
Indian, Thai, Argentine, Japanese, Cantonese,
Lebanese and Greek). Accompanied by 320plus webisodes, recipes and photography.
The Latin Kitchen (Food/cooking, 15x30 min.
4K) Explores three Latin cuisines (Mexican,
Venezuelan and Spanish) with three hosts.
Turnkey marketing package includes 60
recipes, short-form videos and photography.
The Urban Vegetarian (Food/cooking,
15x30 min. 4K) Set in an upscale kitchen,
celebrates delicious vegetarian cuisine.
Accompanied by 45-plus recipes, shortform videos and photography.

INTER MEDYA
O (90-212) 231-0102
m info@intermedya.tv

w www.intermedya.tv

Stand: P07
Contact: Can Okan, fndr. & CEO; Ahmet
Ziyalar, pres. & COO; Beatriz Cea Okan, VP
& head, sales & acq.; Melissa Okan
Miskavi, sales & mktg. mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Light of Hope (Drama) Tells the
heartbreaking story of a family torn to
pieces. A mother, father and child must
overcome obstacles to find each other and
become a family again.

The Light of Hope
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Ramo (Drama) Inspired by a real person,
tells the extraordinary story of a man who
goes against his superiors.
Bitter Lands (Drama) The story of a legendary love that begins in Istanbul during
the 1970s and continues in the fertile lands
of Çukurova in southern Turkey through the
trials of evil, ambition and tyranny.
Hayat (Drama) Murat, the handsome perfectionist who took over the responsibility
of a big company at a young age, meets
Hayat, a clumsy, joyful, beautiful young girl
who knows how to enjoy life.
Endless Love (Drama) Two separate
worlds lie on two sides of the road in a seaside neighborhood of Istanbul. What happens when two young people from these
two worlds fall in love?
The Pit (Drama, S1: 107x45 min., S2: 108x45
min., S3) Çukur, one of the most dangerous
neighborhoods of Istanbul, is ruled by the
Koçova family. Although they are closely
related to crime, the family has its own rules.
Broken Wings (Drama, 160x45 min.) A
family drama that shows us that even if
things go bad and everything turns upside
down, there is still light and hope.
Mother in Style (Format, 60 min. eps.)
Five brides and their mothers-in-law compete together in this reality fashion show.
The Box Challenge (Game-show format,
60 min. eps.) Three contestants, each with
a set amount of cash, fight over 30 boxes
in a game that needs luck, intelligence
and strategy.
The Perfect Couple (Reality dating format,
60-90 min. eps.) Eleven men and eleven
women looking for love compete for rooms in
a luxurious house in the Caribbean.

MARVISTA
ENTERTAINMENT
O (1-424) 274-3000
m sales@marvista.net

w www.marvista.net

Contact: Jody Cipriano, head, dist. & acq.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Next Level (Young adult, 1x90 min.) A cross
between High School Musical and Mean Girls,
this dance musical hybrid comedy/drama
stars some of the hottest Gen Z talent.

the caregiver of the disabled son with the
intention to replace the mother through any
means necessary.
Deadly Vengeance (Thriller, 1x90 min.) A
single mother’s vacation fling with an
18-year-old turns deadly when his plan of
revenge comes to life.
A Winter Song (Holiday, 1x90 min.) A
woman strikes up a friendship with a
homeless man and, through music, the two
help each other reconcile with their families
just in time for Christmas.
12 Pups of Christmas (Holiday, 1x90
min.) A woman tasked with finding homes
for 12 abandoned puppies before Christmas
finds love with her co-worker just in time for
the holidays.
A Christmas Movie Christmas (Holiday,
1x90 min.) When two sisters’ Christmas
wishes land them in an actual Christmas
movie, they learn to enjoy the spirit of the
holiday and find love in the process.
Seven Stages to Achieving Eternal
Bliss (Comedy/YA, 1x90 min.) A smalltown couple finds the perfect apartment in
the big city, except there’s one catch: the
apartment is home to an absurd cult.
Back of the Net (YA, 1x90 min.) After a transportation mistake, a science student arrives at
a prestigious soccer academy and must now
compete for a semester there.

MEDIACORP
O (65) 6333-3888
m content_dist@mediacorp.com.sg

w contentdistribution.mediacorp.sg

Stand: G10
Contact: Jesslyn Wong, lead, content dist.;
Grace Chia, asst. VP, content dist.; Audrey
Khee, snr. mgr., content dist.; Pamela Teo,
snr. mgr., content dist.; Tracy Sim, snr.
mgr., content dist.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Good Fight (Action/thriller, 20x60
min.) Can five young and restless fighters
rise above themselves and bring K.O Martial
Arts school back to its former glory?
Coded World (Health/tech., 4x60 min.)
Algorithms are everywhere today, using big
data to change our lives. Get up close with
people designing this code and those
affected by this algorithmic revolution.
Daybreak (Family, 20x60 min.) An exconvict turned lawyer has to face the ghost of
his past—one folly move when he was young
resulted in the death of his lover’s mother.

Last Madame (Period, 12x30 min.) Tells
the story of the last brothel owner, Fung
Lan, in 1940s Singapore.
Happy Prince (Idol/romance, 20x60
min.) Zi Le suffers from Tourette syndrome
but his cheerful disposition has helped him
overcome all odds. Can he eventually pursue his dream of being a baker?
CLIF 5 (Action/thriller, 20x60 min.) A
police officer and a criminal fall for each
other. But with both of them standing at the
opposite ends of the law, how will it end?
My One in a Million (Idol/romance,
25x60 min.) A matchmaker is cursed to
remain single forever. She resolves to
break the curse by matchmaking a jinx.
What will become of the duo?
King of Culinary (Food, 13x60 min.) New
format pits celebrity chefs against nonprofessional chefs.
The Destined One (Reality, 7x60 min.) A
matchmaking reality show that helps young
men and women find their destined one.
Wild City—Secret World (Wildlife, 1x60
min.) Voiced by naturalist Nick Baker, a
documentation of Singapore’s surprising
wildlife.

THE MEDIAPRO STUDIO
DISTRIBUTION
O (34-917) 285-740
m themediaprostudio@mediapro.tv

w distribution.themediaprostudio.com

Stand: L13
Contact: Marta Martins de Piedade, sales
exec.; Sunnie Shen, deputy mng. dir.,
Mediapro China.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Head (Thriller, 6x50 min.) Who
would you trust? That’s a question a group
of scientists will have to sort out quickly if
they want to survive the polar winter.

Year of Spectacular Men (Romance,
1x90 min.) Izzy has a bad case of pre-realworld millennial-itis and finds that when it
totally feels like the end of your story, it’s
often just the beginning.
Kindred Spirits (Thriller, 1x90 min.) A
woman will stop at nothing to remove
everyone from her beloved big sister’s life
so she can finally have her all to herself.
Evil Intent (Thriller, 1x90 min.) An in-home
private nurse inserts herself into a family as

Last Madame

MONSTER
ENTERTAINMENT
O (353) 1611-4934
m ania@monsterentertainment.tv

w www.monsterentertainment.tv

Stand: K27
Contact: Ania Rozenszprung-Clinton,
head, sales & acq.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Day Henry Met…? (Animation,
104x5 min.) Everyday, Henry meets something new.
Jungle Beat (Animation, 26x7 min.) CGanimated, self-contained, dialogue-free
episodes focusing on different animals and
the bizarre situations they encounter in nature.
Wow! Wow! Rolling Friends (Animation, 26x11 min.) Woodtown is a toy world
composed of blocks. It has a special place
called the Block Tower, where all kinds of
blocks get together.

Earth to Luna!
The Paradise

Back of the Net

chance to compare their coaching skills in
this innovative cooking show in which
chefs are teachers.
The Dinner of a Lifetime (Gastronomic
ent., 6x50 min.) Three Michelin-starred
Chef Quique Dacosta invites celebrities to
taste their memories. Each dish represents
a concrete memory and the dinner tells
their life story.
Money Balls (Quiz show, 45 min. eps.) To
win a fortune, all you need are four green
balls. To lose a fortune, all you need are
three red ones. Be smart, be bold and be
lucky to win at this new fast-paced game.

The Paradise (Thriller, 8x50 min.) “Little
Finland” in Southern Spain. A detective
arrives to help local authorities solve murder investigations. In a place so bright, the
truth is hard to see.
Side Games (Thriller, S1: 8x50 min., S2:
8x50 min.) The story of an ambitious executive
of a regional soccer team who will dive into a
shady game of corruption and violence.
Caronte (Thriller, 13x70 min.) A former
cop, serving jail time for a crime he did not
commit, becomes a criminal lawyer. Once
out, he will prove that the battle for justice
is never over.
I’m Alive (Family thriller, 26x70 min.) After
being sent back to Earth to hunt down his
own murderer, Inspector Vargas learns that
second chances don’t come for free.
The Chef’s Disciple (Cooking, 24x90
min.) Three renowned chefs will get the

Earth to Luna! (Animation, 156x12 min.) A
preschool series all about Luna, a 6-yearold girl who is completely, undeniably and
passionately into just one thing: science.
Farmer Mo (Animation, 26x5 min.)
Farmer Mo isn’t your typical farmer—she’s
a 7-year-old girl. When she’s not bailing
hay or filling the trough, she’s talking and
laughing with the animals.
Video Killed the Radio Star (Doc.,
36x22 min.) Highlights the visual style and
musical impact of individual artists, from
the pioneering video work of David Bowie
to the iconic visuals of Michael Jackson and
Elton John.
Peek Zoo (Animation, 26x7 min.) A cast of
humans and animals embark on a series of
hilarious adventures that will make children
laugh, think and learn, with problems to
solve and mysteries to unravel.
Urban Tails (Animation, 26x2 min.) Animal music artists ooze attitude as their
videos play in a music chart show.
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Brewster the Rooster (Animation, 26x7
min.) Brewster the Rooster and Maggie
discover answers to questions only
preschoolers ask.
I’m A Fish (Animation, 52x2 min.) Animated
shorts showcasing sea creatures from all
over the world—and under the water.

NIPPON TV
O (81-3) 6215-3036
m nippontv-ibd@ntv.co.jp

w www.ntv.co.jp/english

Stand: B10-27
Contact: Shigeko Cindy Chino, associate
mng. dir., intl. business dvpmt.; Akihiko
Harazono, format sales/mktg., intl. business dvpmt.; Sadato Usami, format sales,
intl. business dvpmt.; Ransen Imai, format
sales, intl. business dvpmt.; Tom Miyauchi,
format sales, intl. business dvpmt.; Sayako
Aoki, format sales, intl. business dvpmt.;
Moe Kanzaki, format sales, intl. business
dvpmt.; Sho Shimada, sales & lic., intl.
business dvpmt.; Sally Yamamoto, sales &
lic., intl. business dvpmt.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Red Carpet Survival (Game-show format, 60 min. eps.) Contestants act as
bodyguards who must safely escort a VIP.
Their mission is to make the VIP stay on the
red carpet, no matter what.

Mr. Hiiragi’s Homeroom

Block Out (Ent./game-show format, 60
min. eps.) Two teams of four, each with
their backs literally against a wall, battle it
out in a variety of physical games. The
team who keeps the most players on the
ledge for the longest wins the game.
Sokkuri Sweets (Game-show format, 60
min. eps.) Celebrities try to spot sweets
and pastries that look identical to objects in
real life. Once they decide, there’s only one
way to find out: by taking a big bite.
Beat the Rooms (Ent./game-show format,
60 min. eps.) In each episode, two teams of
four try and “beat” two game rooms, each one
holding missions that test their ability to overcome crazy physical or mental obstacles.
Nippon Noir (Drama, 10x60 min. & scripted
format) A detective wakes up in the middle of
a forest with a gun in his hand. Next to him
lies a corpse of a fellow female detective,
and the last several months are erased
from his memory.
Your Turn to Kill (Mystery, 20x60
min./scripted format) A newly-married
couple, having just bought their first home,
are convinced that a happy and peaceful
life is about to begin until people in their
building suddenly start dying.
Mr. Hiiragi’s Homeroom (Drama, 10x60
min./scripted format) Holding 29 students
captive, a teacher will do anything to find

out the truth behind the suicide of a classmate a few months ago.
Our Dearest Sakura (Drama, 10x60 min.)
Sakura came to Tokyo alone and has no
qualms about sharing her dream of building a
bridge to her hometown. When a shattered
dream and a lost loved one plunge her into the
depths of despair, her colleagues at Hanamura
Construction stand up for her.
If Talking Paid (Dramedy, 10x60 min.) In
the eyes of society, the 31-year-old main
character of this dramedy would be considered a loser. Bear witness to how his
struggles, failures and hopelessness put
the entire family on a roller coaster, yet end
up strengthening their bond.

NTV BROADCASTING
COMPANY
O (7-495) 725-5718
m sales@ntv.ru

w www.ntv.ru

Stand: H29
Contact: Marina Kataya, head, sales;
Anastasia Lisova, CMO; Anastasia
Khlebnikova, sales mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Reluctant Hero (Crime drama/comedy,
10x48 min.) A loser is diagnosed with inoperable tumor that shrinks when he commits heroic, selfless acts. Now he helps the
police with the most dangerous cases.
Wolf Trap (Crime drama, 16x50 min.) A
retired gangster returns to his hometown
with new identity, and enters a quest for
revenge for his parents, cleaning his town
of criminals.
Shadow Behind (Crime drama, 12x48
min.) A serial killer is on the loose in a small
town, and an experienced investigator
arrives to save the day.
Sleepers (Thriller/mystery, 8x50 min.)
The story of portraits painted of dead people whose souls reincarnate into the same
looking men and women, and the murders
that surround them.
Death Highway (Thriller/crime drama,
10x48 min.) To stop the ruthless gang that
terrorizes the federal highway, two detectives must overcome their differences.

Reluctant Hero

The Crow (Thriller/crime drama, 12x50 min.)
A gripping thriller about a beautiful woman in
law enforcement who repeatedly hits the glass
ceiling and meets with discrimination.
Secret for a Million (Format, 120x90 min.)
The quiz show where celebrities reveal their
personal secrets for a cash prize.
Casting Lady Justice (Crime drama/
comedy, 20x48 min.) The assertive female
police officer can’t choose between her job
and an acting career.
Invisible Target (Crime drama, 16x50
min.) A genius with a photographic memory

9

escapes his mafia bosses and starts a new
life as an insurance salesman.
Black Ladder (Crime drama, 20x48 min.)
A seasoned ex-cop and a reckless young
freerunner set up a detective agency.

ONE LIFE STUDIOS
O (91-22) 2676-6377
m connect@onelifestudios.in

w www.onelifestudios.in

Stand: L24
Contact: Rahul Kumar Tewary, producer/
mng. dir.; Sonal Gupta, snr. dir., content &
alliances; Smriti Chandel, mgr., content &
alliances; Mausam Punjabi, mgr., content &
alliances.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Porus (Drama, 299x22 min.) Emperor Porus,
one of the most iconic rulers of ancient India,
defends his motherland against Alexander, the
mightiest power of the West.
Phir Laut Aayi Naagin (Drama, 260x30
min.) An Indian fantasy drama about a couple who are shape-shifting serpents.

Chandragupta Maurya

Chandragupta Maurya (Costume drama,
214x30 min.) Set in 320 BC, the historical
saga of one of the greatest emperors of
India, the founder of the Mauryan empire,
Chandragupta Maurya.
A.I.SHA (Drama, 13x40 min.) A sci-fi thriller
about the relationship between Sam, a
genius app developer, and a woman who is
the first of its kind Artificial Intelligence Stimulated Humanoid Assistant.
Chaamp (Sports drama, 1x145 min.)
Shibaji reaches the peak of fame as a pro
boxer, only to come crashing down after a
near-fatal injury.
Kabir (Thriller, 1x110 min.) On a train journey in
India from Mumbai to Kolkata, Yasmeen
meets Abir. The suspense story involves serial
blasts in Kolkata and Mumbai.
Cockpit (Drama, 1x141 min.) A flight that
takes off from Mumbai to Kolkata is caught
in turbulence and starts depressurizing
mid-air.

RECORD TV
O (55-11) 3300-4022
m emendes@recordtv.com.br

w www.recordtvnetwork.com

Contact: Delmar Andrade, intl. sales dir.;
Edson Mendes, intl. sales mgr.

Jezebel

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Jezebel (Telenovela, 84x45 min.) Tells the
story of a Phoenician princess who uses
her beauty and seduction power to achieve
all she wants.
Topíssima (Telenovela) A contemporary
telenovela that delves into the feminine universe and brings the struggles of a modern
woman to the surface.
Jesus (Telenovela, 196x45 min.) For the
first time the trajectory of the man who
changed mankind will be told in its entirety.
Leah (Series, 9x45 min.) At age eight, after
the death of her mother during Rachel’s
birth, Leah is forced to take responsibility
for the care of the newborn sister.
Apocalypse (Telenovela, 118x45 min.) A
story of love, spirituality and redemption in
portraying one of the most controversial
topics in the Holy Bible: the end of times.
The Rich and Lazarus (Telenovela,
187x45 min.) A love triangle develops
between childhood friends Asher, Joanne
and Zach, who will also have to deal with
the invasion of Jerusalem by the king of
Babylon, Nebuchadnezzar.
The Promised Land (Telenovela, 179x50
min.) After Moses’ death, Joshua, the new
leader of the Hebrews, must fulfill a difficult
mission ordered by God: to command the
12 tribes of Israel in their conquest of
Canaan, the Promised Land.
The Slave Mother (Telenovela, 151x60
min.) The tale of the light-skinned slave girl
who was obsessively pursued by Mr.
Leôncio won over the world; none of this
story would have happened without the
characters of this series.
Moses and the Ten Commandments
(Telenovela, 242x50 min.) The story of
Moses, from his birth to the arrival of his
people in the Promised Land, through the
Red Sea crossing and the encounter with
God on Mount Sinai.

SINGAPORE PAVILION

BY INFOCOMM MEDIA
DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
(IMDA)
m grace_ng@imda.gov.sg
w www.imda.gov.sg
Stand: E08-H08
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Sky Blue Academy (Kids, 26x22 min.)
Animated series centers on a group of
future football stars training to get into the
Manchester City football team, living in
City’s academy. (August Media Holdings)
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Wissper (CGI preschool adventure/comedy, S1-2: 104x7 min.) Wissper is a little
girl who can talk to animals. She can sense
their feelings and thus she can help animals around the world.
Arthur and the Minimoys—The Series (CGI
adventure/fantasy, 26x24 min.) Arthur found
the world of the Minimoys and visits his friends
Selenia and Betameche. This time the King of
the Minimoys is organizing the resistance
against tyrant Malthazar.

Leo the Wildlife Ranger

Fox Tales (Kids, 52x7 min.) Little Snow is
gifted with magical powers to create magic
by writing with her tail. Join Snow and her
friends on their magical adventure. (Chips
and Toon)
Leo the Wildlife Ranger (CGI preschool,
112x11 min.) Junior rangers Leo and Katie
embark on adventures with fascinating animals to introduce the wonders of nature
and wildlife to children around the world.
(Omen Studios)
Tibet: The 3rd Pole (Doc., 1x80 min. &
1x52 min.) Explores the wilderness of the
Third Pole, home to incredible wildlife and
fauna living on the rooftop of the world.
(Infocus Asia)
Late Night Ride (Horror/thriller, 1x85
min.) An anthology horror film about three
individuals who have supernatural encounters on three different modes of transport.
(Clover Films & mm2 Entertainment)
Fat Hope (Comedy, 1x110 min.) An aloof,
demanding supermodel turns fat overnight
from a Facebook curse, and scrambles to
lose weight for a big fashion campaign.
(Encore Films)
Number 1 (Comedy/drama, 1x98 min.)
A musical comedy revolving around a
retrenched white-collar worker who turns
manager at the cross-dressing club
“Number 1” after many failed interviews.
(mm2 Entertainment)
Ibu (Horror, 1x81 min.) After losing her
husband in a catastrophic accident,
Huda Suhaimi is confronted with a series
of sinister events that threaten to tear her
and her step-daughter apart. (Papahan
Films)
Circle Line (Drama/action/horror, 1x90
min.) Trapped by a monster in an underground train tunnel system, a group of
strangers on the last commute band
together to survive the night. (Taipan Films)

w www.talpa.tv

STUDIO 100 MEDIA
O (49-89) 960-855-0
m distribution@studio100media.com

Stand: D18
Contact: Ingrid Akkerman, head, lic. &
branded concepts; Mark van Achterberg,
head, global prod.

Stand: C29
Contact: Dorian Bühr, head, global dist..
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
100% Wolf—Legend of the Moonstone
(CGI comedy adventure, 26x22 min.)
When his first “warfing” goes awry, turning
him into a poodle, Freddy must try to prove
that despite his appearance, he still has the
heart of a werewolf.
Tip the Mouse (CGI preschool comedy,
S1-3: 104x7 min.) From the best-selling
children’s book series, little Tip is pure fun
and curiosity for preschoolers. Season
three now available.

Home Alone

w www.studio100media.com

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
5 Gold Rings (Format) Contestants
answer questions by placing gold rings
onto an animated picture, displayed on a
huge LED floor. The prize money per level
gets higher, whereas the rings get smaller.
Home Alone (Format) In each episode,
several kids are challenged to live on their
own in a guest house for an entire weekend while their parents are just next door,
watching and commenting on their child’s
every move.
Thank You for the Music (Format) Three
celebrity duos go head-to-head in an epic
musical showdown. Whenever a duo wins
a game, they choose one of seven audience
members, purely on the basis of their
looks, to sing a song.

Monster Food (Food, 1x60 min.) Go
behind the scenes in some of the biggest
and busiest kitchens in the world as we
cook up a storm with the characters that
produce the world’s mega food.
The Production Line (Science/tech., S12: 20x60 min.) We go behind the scenes in
factories to see how iconic items are made
and meet the people who are passionate
about the products they’re manufacturing.
Towies (Reality/ent., S1-2: 20x30 min.)
The highway to Queensland’s Coast is
Australia’s deadliest, and when things go
wrong one of the country’s largest towing
companies is there to pick up the pieces.
Warbird Workshop (History, 6x60 min.)
Follows those committed to returning the
planes that fought and won wars to the sky.

TCB MEDIA RIGHTS
O (44-203) 970-5577
m office@tcbmediarights.com

VIACOM18/INDIACAST
O (91-22) 6697-7777
m debkumar.dasgupta@indiacast.com,

w www.tcbmediarights.com
Tip the Mouse

Maya the Bee (CGI preschool adventure,
S1-2: 130x13 min.) Two seasons featuring
exciting adventures with Maya, the little bee
who is so unlike any of the other bees, and
her very best friends.
Mia and me (Fantasy/adventure, S1-3:
78x23 min.) The adventures of Mia and her
friends in the magical land of Centopia,
where they have to protect unicorns from
all kinds of villains.
Drop Dead Weird (Live-action comedy,
26x24 min.) Three Aussie kids trying to fit
into their new hometown are harboring an
enormous secret: their parents are zombies.
Random & Whacky (Live-action comedy,
15x24 min.) Comedy series about a topsecret agency that solves the problems
faced by real-life kids.
Ghost Rockers (Live-action mystery,
209x12 min. & 1x92 min.) In teenage
soap-style, five friends with big dreams
and a raw musical talent discover haunted
spirits of an old rock band that help them
turn the tide.

TALPA GLOBAL
O (31-35) 5333-111
m sales@talpa.tv

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Abandoned Engineering (Science/tech.,
S1-4: 54x60 min.) Scattered across the
world are numerous abandoned sites and
forgotten fragments of incredible engineering feats. Within these decaying structures
are the echoes of history.
All You Can Eat: Secrets of the Mega
Buffet (Food, 1x60 min.) Goes behind the
scenes of one of the biggest restaurants in
the U.K., which serves up to 350 dishes
from all over the world.

keerthana.anand@indiacast.com,
amar.trivedi@indiacast.com
w www.indiacast.com
Stand: M18
Contact: Debkumar Dasgupta, SVP, intl.
business & synd.; Keerthana Anand, snr.
mgr., synd. sales, AsiaPac; Amar Trivedi,
dir., synd. sales, AsiaPac.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Chhoti Sardarni (The Brave Hearted)
(Drama, 260x30 min.) Meher is coerced by
her mother into marrying Sarabjeet, a widower with a 5-year-old child. But, much to
her mother’s dislike, Meher is pregnant with
her lover’s child.

All You Can Eat: Secrets of the
Mega Buffet

Giant Lobster Hunters (Reality/ent., S12: 18x60 min.) Follows the real-life dramas
of six lobster boat captains during hunting
season as they risk it all in search of the
world’s most prized seafood delicacy.
London’s Great Bridges: Lighting the
Thames (Doc., 3x60 min.) A look behind
the scenes of an enormous multi-millionpound art project set to light up the bridges
of central London.
Making A Monster (Crime/investigation,
8x60 min.) A group of the world’s leading
forensic psychologists, psychiatrists,
pathologists and police experts come
together to share their own insights into the
minds of serial killers.
Massive
Engineering
Mistakes
(Science/tech., S1-2: 22x60 min.) With
access to design teams, eyewitnesses and
experts, we analyze what went wrong with
the some of the most extraordinary engineering disasters around the world.

Chhoti Sardarni

Ram Siya Ke Luv Kush (Sons of Lord Ram
and Sita) (Drama, 260x30 min.) Giving birth
to the sons of Ram, Sita raises her Luv and
Kush with pride, until the twins decide to
embark on a mission of finding their father.
Bahu Begum (Web of Love) (Drama,
260x30 min.) Azaan finds his soulmate in
Shayra, but his mother wants him to get
married to her best friend’s daughter.
Vidya (The Accidental English
Teacher) (Drama, 260x30 min.) What
happens when an uneducated army widow
suddenly becomes an English teacher?
Bepannah Pyaar (Love Beyond Life)
(Drama, 260x30 min.) After the death of
Raghbir’s first wife, situations lead him to
remarry, but he tells his new wife that he’ll
never forget his first love. What is the truth
behind Raghbir’s complicated marital life?
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